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The facts of life!
Your pool installer will provide the 
material and labour resources for 
your pool
You provide the site 
The resources provided by the pool 
installer are the same for every site
But every site is different!!!!
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The geological background

• The younger “cover” rock areas 
were laid down in the Jurassic 
period when most of France (and 
lots of Europe) was covered by a 
shallow hot sea

• Calcium carbonate was 
precipitated out in the hot shallow 
Jurassic Sea to form limestone

• Some limestone is very pure, hard 
and white – and is used 
everywhere in France for fill 
(calcaire)

• Some limestone is essentially clay 
or sand that has been cemented 
into rock by the precipitation of 
calcium carbonate – this is always 
much darker in colour
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So where does all the clay 
come from?

If the Jurassic sea laid down all the limestone where 
does all the clay come from that now covers most of 
France and lots of Europe?
Rain combines with carbon dioxide in the air to form 
carbonic acid – that dissolves the limestone
The normal strata that we meet when building pools 
consists of;
0.2 to 0.4 m of topsoil
0.5 to 1.5 m of clay

The clay turns into rock as you go deeper
This sort of ground condition normally occurs on the 
top or on the side of hills and in rolling countryside
Valley bottoms tend to be the most difficult
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Is it the same all over the world?

Most countries on every continent 
have cover type Jurassic Limestone 
rocks

The soils that have resulted from 
weathering of these rocks vary 
depending on the climate

Many countries also have gravels and 
sands from weathered volcanic rocks
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Bluepools experience

Pools built in France
2004 - 2
2005 - 6
2006 - 8
2007  - 12

Mainly in Departments 16, 17 and 24
The rest in 32, 36, 46, 47, 79, 86 and 87
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Bluepools experience

What sort of ground conditions did we find?

5 pools - topsoil and rock
7 pools - clay over rock
5 clay
9 pools – fill over clay
2 fill
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Bluepools experience

This is what it
looks like  when
its dry
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Bluepools experience

This is what it
looks Like
when its wet
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Panel pool wall failure and fibre-
glass pool floatation failure

Weakened soil  present in all 
soils except rock

Gravel backfill around  pool 
always fills up with water

In clay this situation is far 
more likely to cause pool wall 
collapse due to further 
softening and swelling of the 
weakened wedge of soil

Pool may need to be emptied 
for various reasons

Anchor systems are a joke
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Problems during construction

Your contract with the pool installer needs to incorporate;

A robust type of pool that is suitable for your site
The pool finished level and details of the landscaping to be 
provided 
Means of dealing with rainwater and high ground water 
levels  (what is the evidence from local streams, wells and 
ditches)
Costs for importing and placing replacement materials if 
the clay turns to porridge as it gets wet
Costs for the provision of a temporary road into the pool 
site

What do you do if he just walks off the site because of the 
problems?
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Its never the pool builders fault

This is a matter of fact because it is your site, 
you make the choice of the pool type and you 
select the installer!!!

How can you manage this?

Test pits

Pool builders portfolio

References

Choose the best type of pool, get an installer that 
knows what he is doing - and then trust him!!!


